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Exchange-Bias Phenomenon: The Role of the Ferromagnetic Spin Structure
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The exchange bias of antiferromagnetic-ferromagnetic (AFM-FM) bilayers is found to be strongly
dependent on the ferromagnetic spin configuration. The widely accepted inverse proportionality of the
exchange bias field with the ferromagnetic thickness is broken in FM layers thinner than the FM correlation
length. Moreover, an anomalous thermal dependence of both exchange bias field and coercivity is also
found. A model based on springlike domain walls parallel to the AFM-FM interface quantitatively accounts
for the experimental results and, in particular, for the deviation from the inverse proportionality law. These
results reveal the active role the ferromagnetic spin structure plays in AFM-FM hybrids which leads to a
new paradigm of the exchange bias phenomenon.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.114.097202
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Exchange coupling between dissimilar atoms has been
shown as one of the fundamental interactions in governing
the magnetic properties of thin film multilayers. While in
magnetically hard and soft bilayers, the exchange interaction triggers springlike domain walls in the soft layer
[1–4], exchange coupling gives rise to the shift of the
ferromagnetic hysteresis loop along the applied magnetic
field axis in antiferromagnetic-ferromagnetic (AFM-FM)
systems [5,6]. The magnitude of this shift is defined as the
exchange bias field (HEB ). The magnetic interaction
between AFM and FM systems is a fundamental problem
that gives information about the short-length-scale magnetic interactions in hybrids, is important for spintronics,
and has received considerable attention for many years.
These effects also allow reducing the writing fields in
exchange spring media for magnetic storage [7], and are
relevant in the design of exchange-bias-based devices such
as hard drive read heads [8], spin valves [9,10], magnetic
sensors [11], and spintronic devices [12,13].
Since exchange interactions are short ranged and FM
domain walls are long, originally the exchange-bias phenomenon was assumed to be an interfacial effect [14].
However, recent experiments [15,16] and theories [17]
have emerged which show that EB is affected by longrange interactions in the AFM. The spin structure in the
bulk of the AFM has shown to be crucial determining the
magnitude of H EB . On the other hand, proposed theoretical
models predict an inverse proportionality dependence of
HEB with the thickness of the FM layer, tFM ,
0031-9007=15=114(9)=097202(5)

H EB ¼

σ
M FM tFM

;

ð1Þ

where σ, MFM , and tFM , are the interfacial exchange
energy density, the FM magnetization and the FM thickness, respectively [18–20]. Experimental results have confirmed this thickness dependence in different magnetic
systems [21–23], which has been taken to imply that the
FM layer acts as a homogeneous macrospin and therefore
EB is solely governed by the interaction at the AFM-FM
interface.
Consequently, three main features characterize an
exchange-bias system: (i) the spin structure of the AFM
layer, (ii) the spin configuration at the AFM-FM interface,
and (iii) the thickness and magnetization of the FM layer.
The first two contributions set the value of σ in Eq. (1).
Thus, given any magnetization MFM and thickness tFM for a
FM material, the magnitude of HEB can be predicted.
In this Letter we demonstrate that the FM spin configuration plays a crucial role in determining the magnitude of
the EB field, which cannot be predicted by Eq. (1), even in
case of ferromagnets thinner than the domain wall width.
We unambiguously show that the inverse dependence of
HEB with tFM is no longer satisfied under certain magnetization reversal mechanisms. This fact substantially modifies the understanding of EB and adds an extra degree of
freedom for the design of EB-based devices. Furthermore,
the active role of the FM domain structure not only breaks
the inverse tFM dependence of Eq. (1), but also gives rise to
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an anomalous temperature dependence of HEB . The temperature dependence of the FM spin configuration can yield
an increase of HEB with increasing T, contrary to standard
exchange-bias systems in which the exchange coupling
and therefore H EB decrease with T. These findings complete the picture and show that the EB phenomenon is
controlled by the AFM bulk, AFM-FM interface, and
FM spin configuration. Each of these bases can be
manipulated (sometimes independently) to control the
magnetic properties of this hybrid.
FeF2 ð70 nmÞ=NiFe (tFM ) bilayers capped with Al (4 nm)
were deposited by electron beam evaporation at a base
pressure of 2 × 10−7 Torr. Deposition temperature for
FeF2 was 300 °C, which grows epitaxially on top of a
MgF2 (110) single crystal substrate [24,25]. The FM layer,
permalloy (NiFe), and the Al capping layer were deposited
at 150 °C and grew textured. Six FM thicknesses
(tFM ¼ 15, 30, 50, 70, 100, and 140 nm) were deposited
in a single round using a stepper motor-controlled shutter,
in order to avoid run-to-run differences.
Above the Néel temperature of FeF2 (T N ¼ 78 K)
permalloy layers show a well-defined easy magnetization
axis parallel to the FeF2 [001] crystallographic axis, which
is also the AFM easy axis. All samples were saturated at
150 K in 1 kOe external magnetic field. The field was
reduced to the cooling field H FC ¼ 50 Oe, and then
samples were cooled down to 10 K. A magnetic hysteresis
loop was measured at 10 K in a superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID). Sample temperature was
raised up to 70 K at H ¼ 0 and a second loop was
measured at this temperature. Figure 1 shows hysteresis
loops for two bilayers with 30 and 100 nm thick NiFe at 10
and 70 K, respectively. Although all samples present
the same magnetic behavior for any tFM at a fixed temperature, significant differences are observed when the temperature is varied. The magnetization reversal mechanism is
reversible at 10 K with a progressive approach to negative
saturation [Fig. 1(a)]. On the contrary, the magnetization
process is irreversible at 70 K featuring square loops with a
sharp magnetization reversal [Fig. 1(b)]. This remarkable
difference with temperature indicates different spin configurations in the FM layer, induced by the temperaturedependent AFM-FM exchange interaction. This coupling
also induces an unconventional dependence of the coercivity, which becomes null at low temperature.
Figure 2 displays the FM thickness dependence of
the EB field in a logarithmic scale for 10 and 70 K. In
this logarithmic scale the HEB ðtFM Þ dependence given by
formula (1) appears as a straight line with a negative
slope -1. The dashed lines show this 1=tFM dependence for
different σ values. The agreement between the experimental
data and the well-known Eq. (1) is excellent at 70 K.
However, H EB ðtFM Þ significantly deviates from this law at
10 K. At this temperature, if HEB is fitted to Eq. (1) for the
thinnest FM layers, the experimental HEB gradually
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FIG. 1 (color online). Hysteresis loops for FeF2 ð70 nmÞ=NiFe
(30 and 100 nm) bilayers at (a) T ¼ 10 and (b) T ¼ 70 K.
Symbol: Experimental data. Blue solid line in (a): Simulation.

diverges as tFM increases, giving a much lower HEB than
the predicted by Eq. (1). This significant deviation is a clear
proof that the EB field is not only determined by the spin
configuration at the AFM-FM interface or AFM bulk, but
also by the FM spin structure.
The FM spin structure not only affects the HEB thickness
dependence but also affects its temperature dependence.
Figure 3 shows the absolute value of HEB for tFM ¼ 140 nm.
jHEB j monotonically increases from 10 K to a maximum at
60 K with a magnitude 36% larger than at low temperature.
Then jHEB j decreases to zero at 78 K, the AFM Néel
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FIG. 2 (color online). FM thickness dependence of the
exchange bias field for experimental data at 10 and 70 K
(symbols), Eq. (1) (dashed lines), and calculated from the model
in Eqs. (2)–(5) (solid line).
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the exchange bias field for
FeF2 ð70 nmÞ=NiFe (140 nm). Solid line is a guide for the eyes.

temperature. This result is unexpected since higher temperatures decrease the interfacial exchange coupling and
therefore HEB , as it was observed in many EB systems,
even in bilayers using the same FeF2 as the AFM
[15,26,27].
In order to account for these findings we propose the
model sketched in Fig. 4 [28]. It is based on Mauri´s and
Kiwi´s assumptions that allow the formation of planar
domain walls in the AFM and FM, respectively [29,30].
However, neither of these two models separately predicted
a deviation from the 1=tFM law for HEB. In our model,
domain walls parallel to the AFM-FM interface are formed
in both the AFM and FM layers. The easy axis of the
magnetic system defines the angular reference. The domain
wall in the AFM is defined by the orientation of the nearest
layer of AFM spins in contact with the FM, given by the
angle α (see Fig. 4). The FM layer is divided into N planar
“sublayers” of thickness ΔtFM . The magnetic moment of
each sublayer forms an angle βi with the easy axis, with
i ¼ 1 being the FM sublayer in contact with the AFM layer.
The external magnetic field is always applied along the
easy axis. The total energy of the system is given by three
contributions: the AFM domain wall energy EAFM, the
exchange energy at the interface EAFM-FM , and the FM
energy EFM. EFM includes the exchange coupling between
FM sublayers, the anisotropy energy, and the Zeeman
energy of each sublayer. Thus, the total energy per unit area
is written as
E ¼ EAFM þ EAFM-FM þ EFM ;

ð2Þ

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EAFM ¼ 2 AAFM K AFM ð1 − cos αÞ;

ð3Þ

EAFM-FM ¼ −JAFM-FM cosðβ1 − αÞ;

ð4Þ

where

EFM ¼ −JFM

N −1
X
i¼1

cosðβiþ1 − βi Þ − K FM ΔtFM

−MΔtFM H

N
X
i¼1

cos βi :

N
X
i¼1

cos2 βi
ð5Þ

FIG. 4 (color online). Schematic orientation of net magnetic
moments in AFM (red) and FM (blue) layers. The model assumes
domain walls parallel to the AFM-FM interface [28].

AAFM and K AFM stand for the exchange stiffness and
anisotropy constant of the AFM layers, respectively.
JAFM-FM is the exchange coupling constant at the interface
while JFM denotes the exchange coupling constant between
adjacent FM sublayers. K FM , ΔtFM , and M are the FM
anisotropy constant, the FM sublayer thickness and the
magnetization of the FM material, respectively. H represents the magnitude of the applied magnetic field.
Hysteresis loops were simulated starting from positive
saturation. All βi and α angles were calculated for each
H to minimize the total energy given by Eq. (2). The
projection of the magnetic moment of each FM slab on the
external field axis provides the contribution of the i
sublayer to the hysteresis loop. The parameters assumed
for this simulation were AAFM ¼ 3.1 × 10−8 erg=cm and
K AFM ¼ 1.35 × 108 erg=cm2 from Refs. [31,32], JAFM-FM ¼
2 erg=cm2 and JFM ¼ 18 erg=cm2 were adjusted to fit all
MðHÞ curves, K FM ¼ 4 × 103 erg=cm3 was obtained from
the saturation field along the hard axis of the FM layer, and
the permalloy magnetization was MNiFe ¼ 800 emu=cm3 .
The thickness of each FM sublayer, ΔtFM , was fixed to
1 nm. All parameters were kept constant for all FM
thicknesses and only the number of sublayers N was varied
to obtain the total FM thickness, tFM ¼ N ΔtFM .
Simulated MðHÞ curves (solid blue lines) are compared
to experimental data at low temperature (10 K) in Fig. 1(a)
for tFM ¼ 30 and 100 nm. The simulation fits very well
the shape of the hysteresis loops with a fast decay of the
magnetization approaching the exchange-bias field and a
slow saturation at negative fields. The model predicts a
reversible magnetization reversal mechanism even for the
thickest sample, tFM ¼ 140 nm, which was confirmed by
SQUID measurements.
The theoretical dependence H EB ðtFM Þ extracted from
the simulated MðHÞ curves is compared to experimental
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values at 10 K in Fig. 2. The agreement is excellent,
predicting the quantitative deviation of the EB field from
the inverse proportionality model (dashed line). This proves
that the in-depth FM spin configuration induced by
exchange interaction is responsible for the deviation in
the magnitude of the EB field.
Incomplete domain walls were experimentally proven in
exchange-coupled systems by the magneto-optical Kerr
effect [24], soft-x-ray scattering, and polarized neutron
reflectivity [33,34]. The theoretical behavior of this spin
structure was studied by Mejia-Lopez et al. [35], who
developed an analytical expression for the HEB thickness
dependence of incomplete domain walls. A crossover from
1=tFM for thin films to 1=ðtFM Þ1.9 for thick FM films was
predicted. However, no experimental deviation from 1=tFM
was theoretically or experimentally reported for tFM smaller
than the FM domain wall width. In order to observe such a
deviation, the FM material must be magnetically very soft.
We have also investigated FeF2 =Ni bilayers (not shown). In
this case, the deviation from the 1=tFM law for thick Ni is
much smaller than for NiFe.
At higher temperature the reversal mechanism is different. There are no domain walls parallel to the AFM-FM
interface. The square shape of the hysteresis loops at 70 K
suggests the reversal mechanism goes through a nucleation
of opposite FM domains with domain walls perpendicular
to AFM-FM interface, followed by a domain wall motion
as H increases. This domain structure in the FM layer
yields a 1=tFM dependence as shown in Fig. 2 at 70 K, and
as it has been proved in many other systems [36].
The thermal evolution of the FM spin structure explains
the anomalous H EB temperature dependence of Fig. 3. At
low temperature the magnetization reversal occurs by
incoherent rotation of the planar FM sublayers, creating
a springlike domain wall parallel to the AFM-FM interface.
This FM spin configuration yields a much lower HEB than
the value predicted by Eq. (1). This deviation increases with
tFM , since the springlike domain wall widely extends with a
larger difference between βN and β1 (see Fig. 4). However,
the magnetization reversal at higher temperature is dominated by nucleation of inverse domains and domain wall
motion. This mechanism follows formula (1), leading to a
higher magnitude of HEB with respect to the parallel
domain wall mechanism. Consequently, H EB increases
with temperature as the FM spin configuration evolves
between these two mechanisms. Another possible scenario
for the thermal dependence was studied by Billoni et al.
[37]. They predicted, by Monte Carlo simulations and
assuming a coherent rotation mechanism, the appearance of
coercivity at higher temperature, close to T N . However, this
mechanism yields lower blocking temperatures, T B , and a
monotonous decrease of HEB . We have not observed any of
these two effects in our system. It is worth mentioning
that the exchange interaction decreases as temperature
increases. Thus, a reduced value of HEB is expected as
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temperature rises. However, the thermal evolution of the
FM spin structure can overturn this trend.
In conclusion, the FM spin configuration affects the
magnitude of HEB . The broken inverse proportionality of
HEB ðtFM Þ and the enhancement of HEB at higher temperature reveal the importance of the FM spin structure in the
EB phenomenon, and expand the overview of this phenomenon in FM films thinner than the FM correlation
length. Therefore, a general understanding of exchange
bias must take into account three pillars: the pinned spin
distribution at the AFM-FM interface, the pinned spin
distribution in the AF bulk and the FM spin configuration.
The latter is an important ingredient which cannot be
ignored for the development of EB theories. Moreover,
these results imply that complex FM spin textures, as
skyrmions or magnetic topological defects [38–40] may
also show unpredicted dependences when exchange
coupled to antiferromagnetic or large anisotropic materials.
The active role of the FM spins should also be considered in
the design of exchange coupling-based devices or hard and
soft heterostructures for ultrahigh density storage media.
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